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ABSTRACT
Antibiotic-resistant bacteria pose a serious threat to immuno-compromised
individuals in Intensive Care Units (ICU). This study examines several
cycling treatments (7,14,30,60,120,240-day cycle) and random fraction
treatment (50-50,60-40,80-20,100-0) strategies in ICU and finds that no
single strategy will outperform all others. Human, hospital and pathogen
conditions such as admission/departure rate, transmission rate, drug
application rate, and incoming patients' characteristics influence the
selection of the optimal treatment strategy. Random fraction treatment is
generally favored when admission/departure rate is large. Cycling
treatment is generally favored when admission/departure rate is small.
When transmission rates are high, longer cycle period are preferred.
When transmission rates are low, random fraction treatments are
preferred. For cycling treatments, longer cycle periods is associated with
lower drug application rates whereas shorter cycle periods are associated
with larger drug application rates.
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1. Introduction
In the recent decade, there has been increasing concern over the emergence of antibiotic-resistant
bacteria in hospitals. Antibiotic-resistant bacteria pose a serious threat to immuno-compromised
individuals in hospitals [2], and in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) especially [3,6]. Because the
rate of discovery of new antibiotic compounds has slowed considerably over the past three
decades partially due to high drug development cost [1], there has been increasing research effort
in infectious disease modeling to find optimal treatment strategies that can minimize drug-
resistant bacteria. This study will investigate the efficacy of different treatment strategies in
reducing the resistant bacteria population. Mainly we will examine hospital-wide cycling of two
different but equally potent drugs (cycling treatment, i.e. periodic switching of drugs) versus
randomly choosing between the two drugs each time a patient takes an antibiotic (random
treatment). While many previous studies have employed deterministic models [1, 4, 10], this
study uses a stochastic model because for the usually small number of patients in the ICU (< 30),
stochastic fluctuations will play an important role in determining the course of an outbreak [1].
The goal of this project is to give evidence to support or disprove different views of cycling and
random treatment in the literature. From the simulation results of different parameter
combinations, we can make generalizations about the efficacy of treatment strategies under
different hospital scenarios that single clinical studies cannot achieve.
2. Background
2.1 Mechanisms of Resistance (Biochemical and genetics)
Antibiotic resistance can be classified into natural resistance, mutational resistance and acquired
resistance. Some of the more common antibiotic-resistant bacteria prevalent in ICUs are VRE
(vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus), MRSA (methicillin-resistant S aureus), ESBLGNR
(Extended Spectrum 6-lactamase-producing gram negative rods), and GNR-resistant to
aminoglycosides. VRE owe their drug insensitivity to target modulation and transcription on
plasmids. MRSA owe their drug resistance to enzymes that degrade the antibiotics and
chromosomal resistance. ESBLGNR and GNR-resistant to aminoglycosides have drug-
inactivating enzymes as well as resistance genes carried on the plasmids. Other antibiotic-
resistant bacteria such as Pseudoaeruginosa owe their drug insensitivity to chromosomal
mutation as well as resistance genes that might code for "efflux" pumps that eject antibiotics
from cells.
2.2 Clinical Data for Antibiotic Resistance and Treatment Strategies
Nosocomial infections are estimated to result in 88,000 deaths annually in the United States.
Nosocomial infection is overall the most common cause of death in ICUs in the United States
[10]. In an antimicrobial use study of eight US hospitals [8], antibiotic use and prevalence of
resistant strains vary tremendously among the eight hospitals. It is reported that the frequencies
of resistance among antibiotic-resistant bacteria in the study hospitals range as follows: MRSA
(methicillin-resistant S aureus) 8%-47%, VRE (vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus) 0%-31%.
Furthermore, the study reported that high antimicrobial use was not associated necessarily with
high resistance. However, McGowan's article reports that many studies support a causal
relationship between antibiotic usage and resistance [7]. This indicates that in addition to the
drug application rate, other hospital factors (hygiene, density, admission rate, etc) can possibly
play a role in determining the antibiotic-resistant bacteria population and thus, influencing the
selection of the optimal treatment strategy.
Antibiotic cycling has been tested in a number of clinical experiments. In the mid-1980's,
Gerding et al. carried out a major experiment with large patient enrollment which is relevant to
cycling. By replacing gentamicin (drug 1) with amikacin(drug 2), gentamicin resistance is
reduced. Recycling gentamicin at a later time and replacing amikacin resulted in a subsequent
increase in gentamicin resistance while amikacin remained near baseline during all cycles [3].
Kollef et al. performed a 1-year 6-month cycle of two antibiotic classes - cephalosporins and
ciprofloxacins - involving 680 cardiac surgery patients [4]. The study shows that the cycling of
drugs resulted in significant reductions in the incidences of ventilator-associated pneumonia
(VAP). But because the study involves one change of drugs, important questions about the
efficacy of cycling and the optimal cycle period cannot be answered. Currently, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention is sponsoring a multi-center, 2- to 3-year cycling trail to
determine if cycling can decrease the risk of developing resistant bacterial infection in adult ICU.
Combination therapy with anti-microbial agents has been advocated for years as a way of
avoiding emergence of resistances. For treating tuberculosis, combination therapy is the norm
[9]. Bonhoeffer et al. proposed a mathematical model that suggests that treatment of all patients
with a combination of antibiotics is the optimal treatment strategy in most cases [2].
2.3 Previous Works and Models
In 1997, Bonhoeffer et al. proposed a mathematical model to study antibiotic resistance and
presented results from deterministic simulations by solving the system of ordinary differential
equations [2]. The assumptions of the model are the two-drug system and doubly-resistant
strain. X, Yw, Ya, Yb and Yab represent population with no colonization, colonization with wild-
type bacteria, colonization with drug a-resistant bacteria, colonization with drug-b resistant
bacteria and colonization with doubly-resistant bacteria respectively. This model assumes a
possible fitness cost to mutation. This means that the drug resistant mutation also allows the
immune system to clear the pathogen easier than the wild-type pathogen. Another assumption of
this model is that treatment can select new resistance at single mutation rates (s) and double
mutation rates (q).
Bonhoeffer et al. examine three different treatment strategies. Combination treatment means
treating each patient with both drugs simultaneously. 50-50 treatment means that for every dose,
a patient flips a coin to decide which antibiotic to take. Cycling treatment means that the
hospital administers drug 1 for a period of time and switches to drug 2 for the next period. For
the 1997 Bonhoeffer-Lipsitch-Levin model, the cycling period is 5 days.
The objective of the study is to maximize the uninfected population, thus minimizing the
infected population. Bonhoeffer et al. report that combination treatment is equal or better than
50-50 and both combination and 50-50 are superior to cycling in almost all cases. If there is no
multiple resistance, combination therapy is always better than 50-50 or cycling. If resistant
population is small and there is a fitness cost, then 50-50 performs slightly better than cycling. If
there is fitness cost, the optimal treatment strategy depends on mutation rate. If all types of
bacteria are present and no mutation takes place, then all strategies are found to be equal.
Improvements to Bonhoeffer et al.'s Model
Estimating single and double mutation rates are difficult in the clinical setting and their values
are often extremely small. Moreover, the assumption in the Bonhoeffer et al.' s model that
resistance is due to single and double mutation is inaccurate. It is better to assume that plasmid
transfer is the process of transmission of resistance from patient to patient in the hospital setting.
In a subsequent paper, Lipsitch et al adopts a simpler model that eliminates these two
parameters. Lipsitch et al. have also included a fraction of incoming patients to the ICU who are
already infected with the wild-type pathogen. Both of these modifications are incorporated in
this study.
3. Our Model
3.1 Description
Figure 1: The model for this study
Our model is a fusion of the 1997 and 2000 models proposed by Lipsitch et al. This model
assumes the non-existence of double mutation because the proper method to model the actual
mechanism of obtaining double mutation is unclear.
There is a steady-state of 20 patients in the ICU. Initially 17 of them (85%) are uninfected and I
in each of Ri, R2 and S (5%). This is chosen arbitrarily because Monnet et al.'s study shows
that the frequency of resistant-infected population varies widely among US hospitals [8].
The goal of this simulation is to compare the results for cycling treatment (7-day, 14-day, 30-
day, 60-day, 120-day, 240-day) versus random fractional treatment (50-50, 60-40, 80-20, 100-0).
Combination treatment, while found to be the best treatment strategy in a deterministic
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simulation [2], is excluded here because we have eliminated the double mutation state from our
model. Applying both drugs in combination in this current model will cause the eradication of
all bacteria. However, the results of 50-50 should approach combination treatment because
patients often get both drugs in a short period of time.
Our study is a more realistic transmission model of antibiotic resistance bacteria in a hospital
setting than the previous works. Also, we are performing stochastic simulations whereas the
previous works were based on deterministic simulations. This is important because there is a
small number of people in the ICU and there are random events that can occur which cannot be
modeled deterministically. Our model is also simpler because we are assuming no mutation rate,
no multiple resistance and no combination therapy.
The questions we hope to answer with our study are what treatment strategies work best at
different parameter combinations.
3.2 Model Assumptions
This model does not include a doubly resistant strain; therefore, combination treatment does not
apply in this model since it will eliminate RI and R2 and if we simulate the results for
combination therapy, it will always be the optimal strategy. Also, in some hospital scenarios,
combination therapy may not be used because of cost, interaction between two drugs and
difficulty in ensuring the patients to follow through the regimen. s and q, the single and double
mutation rates in the Bonhoeffer et al's 1997 model, are eliminated in this model because the
transmission of resistant bacteria from one patient to another in the hospital setting is mostly due
to plasmid transfer and not by spontaneous mutation.
This model assumes that a steady stream of incoming patients with 85% of uninfected, and 5%
of sensitive-infected, res1-infected and res2-infected each. The steady-state number of patients
in the ICU is 20 by making the mortality/departure rate the same as the admission rate.
Another assumption in this model is that once a patient is infected with one strain of bacteria,
he/she cannot be infected by another strain. For example, a sensitive-infected patient (S) does not
have an infection arrow to R1 or R2 directly. Once infected, the patient must be either cured or
removed from the ICU.
This model assumes that for the random fraction treatments (50-50, 60-40 etc), each antibiotic
regimen consists of only one dose. That is, a patient can take drug 1 followed by a dose of drug 2
immediately. In general, antibiotic regimen consists of taking the same drug for several days.
A point of clarification for the model is that the optimal treatment strategy we are seeking is for
the entire population and not minimizing individual risk factor or chances of recovery. The
Lipsitch, Bergstrom and Levin 2000 paper reports that a strategy that minimizes an antibiotic-
resistance epidemic from the population perspective may not be a good treatment strategy for the
individual patient [6].
3.3 Model Components
N is the total number of patients in each ICU and is set to 20. X is the population of susceptibles
and is initially set to 17. S is the population of sensitive-infected (wild-type) and is initially set
to 1. RI is the population of drug 1-resistant infected and is initially set to 1. R2 is the
population of drug 2-resistant infected and is initially set to 1. These numbers are chosen based
on typical scenarios in ICUs.
The red arrows represent incoming patients. u is the admission rate. fsi, fri i, fr2i are the fractions
of incoming patients that belong to the corresponding population S, R1, R2. The fraction of X
must be equal to 1-fsi-frii-fr2i.
r(1)= N *fsi * u;
r(2) = N *frli * u;
r(3) = N *fr2i * u;
r(4) = N * (1-fsi-frli-fr2i) * u;
The green arrows are mortality or departure rates. They all have the same mortality/departure
rate u.
r(5) = u * S;
r(6) = u *X
r(7)=u * RI;
r(8) = u * R2;
The orange arrows represent infections. bS, b1, b2 are the infection rates for the corresponding
strain.
r(9) = bS * S * X;
r(10) = b * R1 * X;
r(11)= b2 * R2 * X,
The blue arrows represent recoveries. g is the natural recovery rate or the rate that the immune
system clears the pathogens. h is the drug application rate. fi andj2 are the indicator variables
that are set according to treatment strategies. For example, 60-40 treatment means f1=0.6 and
f2=0.4. 14-day cycle means settingfl=1J2=0 for the first 14 days andfl=0j2=1 for the next 14
days.
r(12) = (h*fl + h*J2 + g) * S;
r(13)=(h*J2 + g) * R1;
r(14) = (h*f1 + g) * R2;
3.4 Stochastic Implementation
The stochastic model assumes that arrivals of events(admission, infection, recovery or departure)
follow a time-dependent Poisson distribution. Equivalently, the model assumes an exponential
inter-arrival time between events. The algorithm below is reproduced from the Harvard School
of Public Health Epi260d course notes by Marc Lipsitch. It is implemented using MATLAB v6
by MathWorks Inc. (Natick MA http://www/mathworks.com)
Simulation Procedure
1. Start with (X, S, R1,R2) individuals in the 4 compartments and time = 0.
2. Calculate the rates ri of each events
3. Add up all rates to obtain r,= I ri (i = 1, 2...)
4. Obtain the time runtil the next event by drawing from an exponential distribution with
parameter r. r = -ln(n)/ r, where n is between [0,1]
5. Decide which event occurs by drawing random numbers such that event i occurs with
probability ri Ir,
6. Update the clock to t + t and the states (X, S, R1, R2) as well
7. Go back to Step 2
MATLAB source code can be found in the Appendix.
3.5 Graphs of Sample Simulations
The results of two sets of simulations 14-day cycle and 50-50 are plotted and shown below. The
simulations are carried out for 120 days. X, S, RI and R2 are plotted for each simulation.
Figure 2: Graphs for Average Outputs of X, S, R1, R2 for 50-50 and 14-day cycling treatments
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When drug 1 is cycled first, the number of individuals resistant to drug 1 (Ri) reaches its peak at 14 days but
decreases as drug 2 is cycled in for the next 14 days.
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When drug 2 is cycled second, there is a very small amount of individuals resistant to drug 2 (R2) for the first 20
days. As drug 2 is cycled in after day 14, the number of R2 gradually increases and reaches a peak at around day 28.
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The number of individuals with sensitive strain remains fairly constant throughout the 120 days.
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The number of individuals that are uninfected stays fairly constant.
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For 50-50, the number of RI and R2 stays fairly constant.
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Notice the periodic nature of the outputs from the cycling treatment and the relatively steady
outputs of the 50-50 treatment. These trends are consistent with the expected behavior of the
two treatments from published clinical data. The circles are the average values of the 50-hospital
simulations.
Table 1: Parameters used for the 120-day simulation
Parameter Meaning Value
hos number of hospitals 50
Tf duration of simulation in days 120
Xi initial uninfected population 17
Si initial sensitive(wildtype) infected population 1
Rli initial drug1 resistant infected population 1
R2i initial drug2 resistant infected population 1
u admission rate 0.1
bS transmission rate for sensitive strain 0.025
b1 transmission rate for drug-I resistant strain 0.0165
b2 transmission rate for drug-2 resistant strain 0.0165
g natural recovery rate 1/30
h drug application rate 0.3
fsi fraction of incoming patients that are sensitive-infected 0.1
frhi fraction of incoming patients that are drug1-res infected 0.1
fr2i fraction of incoming patients that are drug2-res infected 0.1
3.6 Averaging and Standard Deviation
The summary plots in the previous section consist of the average results of 50 hospital
simulations. For example, to find the average S plot, each simulation is broken down into Tf
number of intervals where Tf is the duration (in days) of the simulation. In each interval (1 day),
we calculate the average time value and S value. The average of the 50 time and S values are
calculated and are plotted on the summary graph. For each interval, we also calculated the
standard deviation of the S values. The average of the Tf number of standard deviations of S
values is the magnitude of the error bars on the plot. (Refer to code in Appendix A).
3.7 Systematic Simulation of Parameter Combinations
In order to determine which of the treatment strategy is optimal under what set of conditions, we
need to examine how different strategies perform under different parameter combinations. The
clinical data presented in [3,5] suggests that different treatment strategies may be needed under
different conditions. In this study, we look at all possible combinations of the following 2 sets
of parameters:
Table 2: Set of parameters used in systematic parameter combination simulation
Parameter Meaning low transmission case: high transmission case
g natural recovery rate [1/30] [1/30]
u admission rate [0.1 0.01] [0.1 0.01]
bS wildtype transmission rate [0.025] [0.075]
b1 res-1 transmission rate [0.025, 0.0165] [0.075, 0.05]
b2 res-2 transmission rate [0.025, 0.0165] [0.075, 0.05]
h drug application rate [0.1, 0.3, 0.5] [0.1, 0.3, 0.5]
fsi fraction of incoming that are [0.1, 0.6] [0.1, 0.6]
sensitive
fr i fraction of incoming that are [0.1, 0.01] [0.1, 0.01]
res-1 infected
fr2i fraction of incoming that are [0.1, 0.01] [0.1, 0.01]
res-2 infected
For the low transmission (low b) case, there are 192 combinations (1*2*1*2*2*3*2*2*2) and for
the high b cases, there are also 192 combinations (384 total). For each parameter combination,
simulations for all treatment strategies are performed and recorded in the table in Appendix B.
We use the following fixed set of parameters for each simulation:
Table 3: Fixed parameters for the systematic parameter combination simulations
parameter Meaning value
hos number of hospitals 20
Tf duration of simulation in days 1000 days
Xi initial uninfected population 17
Si initial sensitive(wildtype) infected population 1
Rhi initial drugI resistant infected population 1
R2i initial drug2 resistant infected population 1
Because we are running the simulations for 1000 days, we average the results of 20 simulated
hospitals because of time constraint. It takes approximately 10 hours of simulation time for each
treatment simulation (total of 10 treatment strategies) on a Linux-based Dell Pentium III 1 Gz
Processor.
3.8 Simulation Results
The data from simulation of all treatments and parameter combinations can be obtained by
sending email to mlogalum.mit.edu.
4. Data Analysis and Discussion
4.1 Questions
We attempt to answer three questions from the data:
1) What are the effects of each parameter of the transmission system on the outcomes under
each treatment?
2) What are the parameter combinations that favor fraction treatment vs. cycling?
3) What parameter combinations favor each treatment strategy?
4.2 Effects of each parameter on treatment outcome
To answer this question, we examined each parameter separately. For example,
admission/mortality rate (u) can take on one of two values, 0.1 and 0.01. The data is then
divided into two groups, u = 0.1 and u = 0.01. For each parameter set of group 1, there is a
corresponding parameter set in the second group that shares the same parameter values except
for u. These two groups form a pair. After pairing all members of group 1 and group 2, we
calculated the mean and variance of RI +R2 for the two groups (Appendix B) and performed a
pair-wise student-t test for difference in means to evaluate the effects of this parameter on
treatment results (Table 4). The following sections summarize the findings of the student t-tests
for different parameters admission/mortality rate (u), transmission rate (b), drug application rate
(h), fraction of incoming sensitive-infected (fsi) and fraction of incoming resistant-infected (frii-
fr2i).
Admission/mortality rate (u)
Admission/mortality rate (u) can take on the following values: 0.01, 0.1
Figure 3: Effects of u on fraction random treatments
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Figure 4: Effects of u on cycling treatments
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Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows that increasing the admission/mortality rate, or increasing the flow
of patients in and out of the ICU (u = 0.01 to u = 0.1) will decrease R1 +R2 for both fraction
treatment and cycling treatment. For fraction treatment, the effects of u are similar for different
fractioning. However, for cycling treatment, the effects of u are greater for shorter cycle lengths.
As u increases from 0.01 to 0.1, there is a greater decrease in R1+R2 for cyc7, cyc14 and cyc30
compared to cyc60, cyc120 and cyc240. Due to the small fraction of incoming resistant-infected
patients (frli/fr2i = 0.1 or 0.01), higher flow of patients will flush out any build-up of resistant
population in the ICU. However, we observed from the average pair-wise difference data and
the t-statistic that cycling treatment does not benefit from a higher u value as much as the
fraction random treatment (Fig. 3,4). This may play a role in determining which of the treatment
should be adopted under various u values.
Table 4: Pairwise Student-t test for uO.01 - uO.1 (a = 0.05) for differences in means
Treatment 50-50 60-40 80-20 100-0 cyc7 cyc14 cyc30 cyc60 qc120 cyc240
t Stat 21.499 22.754 28.777 24.794 19.520 15.738 9.870 7.649 8.356 11.363
P value two-tail 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drug application rate (h)
Drug application rate (h) can take on the following values: 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5.
Figure 5: Effects of h on fraction random treatments
Fraction Random Treatment: R1+R2 vs fraction of Drug 1
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Figure 6: Effects of h on cycling treatments
Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows that for smaller fractions of drug 1, increasing drug application rate
(h = 0.1 to h = 0.3 to h = 0.5) will decrease R1+R2. For larger fractions of drug 1, increasing
drug application rate will increase R1 +R2. Similarly, for shorter cycling periods, increasing drug
application rate will decrease R1 +R2 and for longer cycling periods, increasing h will increase
R1 +R2. The optimal fraction of drug 1 and the optimal cycle length highly depend on the drug
application rate h.
Table 5: Pairwise
treatment 50-
h values h0. 1,
t Stat 1
P value two-tail 0
treatment Cy C
h values hO. 1 )
t Stat 3
P value two-tail 0
it for hO.1 - hO.3 a
60-40
h. 1-hO.3 h.3-h.6
0.601 10.622
0.549 0.00C
cyc30
hO. 1-hO.3 h.3-hO.6
3.386 7.801
0.001 0.00C
.3 - hO.5 (a = 0.05) for differen
?0 100-0
10.3 h0.3-hO.5 hO. 1-hO.3 hO.3-hO.5
325 4.096 -11.594 -6.906
000 0.000 0.000 0.000
50 cyc120
i0.3 hO.3-h0.5 hO. 1-hO.3 hO.3-hO.5
131 3.454 -4.694 -0.438
260 0.001 0.000 0.662
The patterns in t-statistic and the average pair-wise differences suggest classifying the treatment
responses to increasing h into 3 groups. Group 1 includes 50-50, 60-40, cyc7, cyc14, cyc30 and
their R1+R2 values decrease as h increases from 0.1 to 0.5. Group 2 includes 80-20, cyc60 and
cyc120. Their t-statistic is relatively small (<+/- 5) and their average pair-wise differences are
small (< 1) as well. These are the intermediate cases where it is difficult to decide whether
increasing h increases or reduces R1+R2. Group 3 includes 100-0 and cyc240 and increasing h
is correlated with increasing Ri +R2. This trend is the opposite of the Group 1 trend. In the
spectrum of treatment strategies, Group 1 and Group 3 are at the two extremes of each other.
Furthermore, the effect of an infinitely long cycling treatment approaches a 100-0 treatment.
The interesting pattern in the data suggests that increasing drug application will help fight the
antibiotic resistant bacteria at small-period cycling and approximately even fraction random
treatment. However, increasing the drug application for long-period cycling or single-drug
therapy will usher the emergence of a resistant-infected epidemic because drug application puts
selective pressure on drug resistance. This trend may also lead to different treatment strategies
under different treatment availability/treatment frequency conditions.
Transmission rate (bS, b], b2)
The simulation includes two sets of transmission rate parameters: a high transmission case
(bS=0.075, bi = 0.075 or 0.05, b2=0.075 or 0.05) and a low transmission case (bS=0.025,
b1=0.025 or 0.0165, b2=0.025 or 0.0165).
Figure 7: Effects of b on fraction random treatments
Fraction Random Treatment: R1+R2 vs Fraction of Drug1
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Figure 8: Effects of b on cycling treatments
Cycling Treatment: R1+R2 vs Cycle length
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Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that as transmission rate (b) increases, RI +R2 increases. Notice the
polynomial curves in fraction random treatments and the sigmoidal curve in low b cycling. For
bacteria strains with different infection rates, the differences in RI +R2 trends will become
helpful in designing and selecting optimal treatment strategies. Also, the optimal cycle length for
high transmission infection is 30-day and not 7-day. The optimal cycle length may be dependent
on the rate of transmission and prompts further investigation.
Table 6: Pairwise Student-t test for low b - high b (a = 0.05) for differences in means
treatment 50-50 60-40 80-20 100-0 cyc7 cyc14 cyc30 cyc60 cyc120 cyc240
t Stat -23.621 -25.748 -25.215 -19.635 -24.204 -24.003 -25.796 -28.183 -28.451 -27.906
P value two-tail 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
The general trend of the t-statistic and the average pair-wise differences show that higher
transmission rates yield higher R1 +R2 values for both fraction random treatments and cycling.
However, the increase in R1 +R2 is neither linearly proportional to increase in fraction of drug 1
applied nor to cycle length.
Fraction of incoming sensitive-infected (fsi)
The percentage of incoming patients with sensitive-strain infection (fsi) is either 10% or 60%.
Figure 9: Effects offsi on random fraction treatments
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Figure 10: Effects offsi on cycling treatments
Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrates that the effects of increasing fraction of incoming sensitive-
infecteds (fsi) from 0.1 to 0.6 causes the same amount of R1 +R2 increase for both random
fraction treatment and cycling. This suggests that the fraction of sensitive-infected incoming
patients may not affect the selection of the optimal treatment strategy.
Table 7: Pairwise Student-t test forfsi 0.1 -fsi 0.6 (a = 0.05) for differences in means
Treatment 50-50 60-40 80-20 100-0 cyc7
t Stat 19.173 18.186 15.905 13.939 20.932
P value two-tail 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Treatment cyc14 cyc30 cyc60 cyc120 cyc240
t Stat 21.352 22.320 24.460 24.213 22.609
P value two-tall 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Increasing the incoming fraction with sensitive strain lowers RI +R2 for both random fraction
treatments and cycling. A larger population of sensitive strain bacteria competes better with the
resistant strain and limits the growth of R1+R2.
Fraction of incoming resistant-infected (frli/fr2i)
The fraction of incoming resistant-infected (frlifr2i) can take on one of two values: 0.01 (small)
and 0.1 (big). Therefore, there are four possible fri-fr2i combinations: small-small (ss), small-
big (sb), big-small(bs) and big-big (bb).
Figure 11: Effects offrli-fr2i on fraction random treatments
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Figure 12: Effects offrli-fr2i on cycling treatments
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Figure 11 and Figure 12 summarize the effects of different fraction of incoming resistant-
infected (frli-fr2i) on R1+R2 for different treatments. In general, bigger incoming fraction with
resistance-infection will worsen the performance for all treatments. That is, ss always generates
the lowest R1 +R2 for all treatments. For random fraction treatments, 60-40 treatment favors sb
over bs. This is because heavy drug 1 use on a large R1 population (bs) will put selective
pressure on drug 1 resistance. For cycling treatment, notice that the optimal cycle length is
dependent on ss, sb, bs and bb. bb tends to favor short cycle length (-7 day) while ss tends to
favor longer cycle lengths (-40-day). This may affect the selection of the optimal treatment
strategy given different frii-fr2i situations.
Table 8: Pairwise Student-t test forfrli-fr2i combinations (a = 0.05) for differences in means
Treatment ss-sb sb-bs sb-bb bb-ss
50-50 t stat -14.001 0.535 -9.739 21.420
P value two-tail 0.000 0.594 0.000 0.000
60-40 t stat -10.222 -6.909 -14.410 21.962
P value two-tail 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
80-20 t stat -4.976 -13.932 -14.408 14.068
P value two-tail 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
100-0 t stat -2.043 -9.469 -10.138 9.217
P value two-tail 0.044 0.000 0.000 0.000
cyc7 t stat -15.488 0.629 -10.761 22.712
P value two-tail 0.000 0.531 0.000 0.000
cyc14 t stat -16.472 0.644 -10.815 24.256
P value two-tail 0.000 0.521 0.000 0.000
cyc30 t stat -17.067 -0.014 -15.192 25.353
P value two-tail 0.000 0.989 0.000 0.000
cyc60 t stat -20.059 0.385 -18.332 34.247
P value two-tail 0.000 0.701 0.000 0.000
cyc120 t stat -22.125 2.209 -21.114 41.313
P value two-tail 0.000 0.030 0.000 0.000
cyc240 t stat -22.197 6.276 -22.519 29.297
P value two-tail 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
The t-test results indicate that for random fraction treatments, a 80-20 treatment on sb will
perform better than a 80-20 on bs because heavy use of drug 1 on an already large Ri incoming
population (bs) will usher a res-1 epidemic. The 60-40 case is another example of this to a lesser
extent. The 100-0 treatment is the extreme case and illustrates the difference of a single drug on a
large (b) or a small (s) fraction incoming patient with antibiotic resistance.
The t-test results indicate that except for cyc120, cyc240, 60-40,80-20 and 100-0, bs and sb are
statistically equivalent. The reason for this is that for cycling, whether we start the cycle with
drug 1 or drug 2 does not matter unless the cycle period is long, i.e. 120 or 240-day cycle.
4.3 Parameter combinations that favor random fraction treatment vs. cycling
The method we used to determine the parameter combinations that favor random fraction
treatment vs. cycling is a heuristic approach as an attempt to analyze the data.
In order to determine what set of parameters favor which treatment strategy, we need to compare
the performance among all the treatment strategies in different parameter combinations.
First, we want to consider some evidence that suggests that no one strategy will always
outperform all others. From the raw data, treatment rankings (1-10, 6 cycling treatments and 4
fraction random treatments) are assigned for each set of parameter combinations (384 total). The
global average ranking is presented below, along with the rankings after conditioning on some
parameter information. Notice the rankings change with changing conditional parameters.
Table 9: Global and conditional rankings of different treatment strategies
condition 50-50 60-40 80-20 100-0 Cyc7 Cyc14 cyc30 cyc60 cyc120 cyc240
global 4.03 4.68 7.32 9.51 3.86 3.32 3.81 4.71 5.93 7.44
u=0.01 6 7 9 10 4 3 1 2 5 8
u=0.1 2 4 7 10 1 3 5 6 8 9
h=0.1 6 7 9 10 5 4 3 2 1 8
h=0.3 5 6 9 10 4 2 1 3 7 8
h=0.5 4 5 8 10 2 1 3 6 7 9
lowb 3 5 8 10 2 1 4 6 7 9
highb 5 7 9 10 4 2 1 3 6 8
ss 6 7 9 10 4 3 1 2 5 8
sb 5 2 8 10 4 3 1 6 7 9
bs 4 6 9 10 3 1 2 5 7 8
bb 3 4 8 10 2 1 5 6 7 9
To identify the set of optimal parameter conditions that favors a particular treatment, we select
parameters that give good performance for a particular treatment and from that, we make
generalizations about these parameters. Since the best global optimal treatment has a rank of
3.32, we define good performance to be a rank less than or equal to 3 because it beats the
average ranking of the best global treatment cyc14. The following table summarizes for each
treatment X the number of parameter combinations where X ranks 1, 2 and 3. For example, 50-
50 ranks 1" in 85 of the parameter combinations, 2 in 53 combinations and 3 in 41 parameter
combinations. If we randomly select one parameter combination out of the 384 total
combinations, 50-50 has a 46.6% chance to be ranked in the top 3. This table will help us decide
whether our chosen parameter conditions capture the majority of the top ranks for each
treatment.
Table 10: Top-3 Ranking distr
1St 2nd 3rd14 2" 3rd
50-50 85 53 41
60-40 48 33 40
80-20 18 15 4
100-0 7 2 3
cyc7 33 81 82
Cyc14 46 51 96
Cyc3O 69 53 33
Cyc6O 44 45 38
cyc120 33 25 27
cyc240 10 19 20
ibution of ( eatment strategies
Probability to be ranked 5 3
46.615%
31.510%
9.635%
3.125%
51.042%
50.260%
40.365%
33.073%
22.135%
12.760%
Total 393 377 384 _ 1154 1
After we find the set of optimal parameter conditions for each treatment, the conditioned average
rank is calculated (see table below). Also, the percentage of the parameter combinations that
rank a treatment in top 3 are captured by the selected parameter conditions will indicate how
effectively we choose the parameter conditions.
Table 11: Optimal parameter conditions for each treatment strategy
Conditions Performance
Treat-% of param.
ment Number of comb that
param comb. ranks this
number of under this treatment
param. condition that top 3
Condition- global comb. ranks this captured
ed average average under this treatment top under these
u BS b1 b2 h fsi Frli fr2i rank rank condition 3 conditions
50-50 0.01 0.025 (b1,b2) = (0.02,0.02) 2.667 4.03 24 22 65.9%
50-50 0.1 b1 # 0.075 b2 0.075 2.2 120 96
60-40 0.1 0.025 2.906 4.68 96 65 53.7%
small
{0.0165 or
80-20 0.1 0.05} 0.01 0.1 2.458 7.32 24 19 51.3%
small
{0.0165 or
100-0 0.1 0.05} 0.1 0.01 0.1 2 9.51 8 7 58.3%
Cyc7 0.01 0.025 0.5 1 1 2.313 3.86 32 29 68.9%
Cyc7 0.1 0.3 or 0.5 2.664 128 106
Cyc14 ] 3.32
Cyc30 0.01 0.3 or 0.5 2.469 3.81 129 94 60.6%
Cyc60 0.01 0.075 0.5 2.188 32 29
(b1,b2) 4.71 62.3%
Cyc60 0.01 # (0.0165,0.0165) 0.3 2.071 56 50
Cyc120 0.01 0.075 (b1,b2) # (0.05,0.05) _ 2.555 5.93 72 56 65.9%
Cyc240 0.01 0.075 (bl,b2) (0.05,0.05) 0.1 2.416 7.44 24 21 42.9%
Table ]] shows us the optimal parameter conditions and illustrates a trend for random fraction
treatment vs. cycling. When admission/mortality rate is large (u = 0.1), random fraction
treatment is generally favored. When admission/mortality rate is small (u =0.01), cycling
treatment is generally favored. When transmission rates (b1, b2) are large, longer cycle period
are preferred. When b1, b2 are small, random fraction treatments are preferred. For cycling
treatments, longer cycle periods is associated with lower drug application rates (h = 0.1) whereas
shorter cycle periods are associated with larger drug application rates (h =0.3,0.5).
We also performed a Mann-Whitney test of significance for parameter condition and showed that
the parameter sets captured by the above conditions differ significantly from the parameter sets
that were not captured by the above conditions.
4.4 Parameter combinations that favor each treatment strategy
After identifying the parameter combinations that favor random fraction treatment vs. cycling,
we want to be more specific and identify the parameter conditions that favor each treatment
strategy. Referring back to Table 11, we attempt to provide a more detailed analysis.
Scenarios that favor 100-0 Treatment
b1 = small (0.0165 for low b case or 0.05 for high b case)
h = 0.1
u = 0.1
frli = 0.01
fr2i = 0.1
Under the above set of conditions, 100-0 treatment has an average rank of 2.000 and is
significantly better than its global average rank of 9.5. Of the 8 parameter sets under these
conditions, 7 ranked 100-0 in top 3, accounting for 58.3% of the parameter sets for which 100-0
was in the top 3.
These results are reasonable because if res1 strain has a low transmission rate (low b1) and only
occurs rarely among incoming patients (smallfr1i), one can reasonably use drug 1 only. When
using drug 1 alone, a high drug application rate may put too much selection pressure for res-1
strain and lead to an epidemic, thus 100-0 is favored only when h = 0.1. Admission/mortality
rate u is conditioned on a high value (0.1). Increasing u from 0.01 to 0.1 has the highest
reduction in R1 +R2 for 100-0 treatment compared to all other treatments. (Refer to Fig. 3)
When patients enter and leave quickly, cycling a drug 2 where res2 strain is uncommon (small
fr1i) and non-infectious(low b1) is not going to be effective. During the drug 2 cycle, patients
will have entered and left before they even get treated by drug 1. Therefore, it is reasonable that a
large u favors 100-0 treatment in this case. A high incoming fraction with drug 2 resistance
(fr2i) is favorable to this case because drug 1 can remove the res-2 strain and yet, the res-2 strain
will compete with the res-1 strain. For example, if a hospital has a high frequency of res2
bacteria and the drug supply is low and the res1 bacteria is neither common nor contagious, we
can use huge amounts of drug 1 to fight the dominant res2 epidemic.
Scenarios that favor 80-20 Treatment
u = 0.1
frli =0.01
fr2i = 0.1
bl= small (0.0165 for low b or 0.05 for high b)
Under the above set of conditions, 80-20 treatment has an average rank of 2.458 and is
significantly better than its global average rank of 7.32. Of the 24 parameter sets under these
conditions, 19 ranked 80-20 in top 3, accounting for 51.3% of the parameter sets for which 80-20
was in the top 3.
This set of parameters share a lot of similarities with the 100-0 treatment because these two
treatment strategies are both heavily drug-1 biased. However, we notice that the condition for h
is absent in the 80-20 case probably because 80-20 is less susceptible to a res-1 epidemic if the
drug application rate (h) is > 0.1. The 20% of drug 2 usage prevent R1 from blowing up even
when drug application rate increases. Otherwise, the proposed explanations for the parameter
conditions for 100-0 also applies to 80-20.
Scenarios that favor 60-40 Treatment
u = 0.1
bS = 0.025
Under the above set of conditions, 60-40 treatment has an average rank of 2.906 and is
significantly better than its global average rank of 4.68. Of the 96 parameter sets under these
conditions, 65 ranked 60-40 in top 3, accounting for 53.7% of the parameter sets for which 60-40
was in the top 3.
60-40 treatment is the intermediate treatment between 50-50 and 80-20. The parameter
conditions resemble both 50-50 and 80-20. It appears that in 60-40 treatment, the therapy bias
on drug 1 is not dominant enough to limit b1 andfr1i to small values.
Scenarios that favor 50-50 Treatment
Condition 1: Condition 2:
u = 0.01 u = 0.1
bS =0.025 bl = b2 = 0.0165
b1 #0.075 and b2 # 0.075
Under condition 1, 50-50 treatment has an average rank of 2.667 and it is better than its global
average rank of 4.03. Of the 24 parameter sets under these conditions, 22 ranked 50-50 in top 3.
Under condition 2, 50-50 treatment has an average rank of 2.200 and it is better than its global
average rank of 4.03. Of the 120 parameter sets under these conditions, 96 ranked 50-50 in top
3. Parameter sets captured under these two conditions accounted for 65.9% of the parameter sets
for which 50-50 was in the top 3.
50-50 treatment predominantly does best under large admission/mortality rates (u = 0.1) and
small transmission rates. When the stay of each patient is short, it is optimal to expose the
patients to both drugs. Large transmission cases (high b) are generally better handled by cycling
treatments most likely because cycling therapy can drive RI +R2 to almost 0 at each change of
drug. A clinical setting where 50-50 is an ideal treatment candidate would be a short-stay ICU
with minimally infectious bacteria.
Scenarios that favor Cyc240
h = 0.1
u = 0.01
bS =0.075
(b1,b2) # (0.05,0.05) (b1 and b2 cannot both be 0.05 simultaneously)
Under the above set of conditions, cyc240 treatment has an average rank of 2.416 and it is
significantly better than its global average rank of 7.44. Of the 24 parameter sets under these
conditions, 21 ranked cyc240 in top 3, accounting for 42.9% of the parameter sets for which
cyc240 was in the top 3.
240-day cycling treatment works best for a small drug application rate (h) for the same argument
as 100-0 treatment. Prolonged (long cycle length) and heavy usage (high h) of one drug will
induce the emergence of a large resistant-infected population of that drug. Also, a small drug
application rate tends to go together with 100-0 and cyc240 where there is prolonged application
of one drug because the longer usage of one drug compensates for diminished potency of
minimal drug application.
Unlike 100-0 or random fraction treatments in general, cycling treatments work best when
admission/departure rate is small (u= 0.01). If a patient is enrolled in a cycling treatment where
admission/departure rate is high, he/she may enter and leave the hospital while being exposed to
one drug only. This is especially likely when the cycling length is long. Random fraction
treatment will likely expose each patient to both drugs even if the patient's stay in the ICU is
short (large u). Exposing each patient to both drugs increase the likelihood of curing the
resistant-infected and reduces R1 +R2.
Another difference between 100-0 and cyc240 is that for cyc240, we do not want b1 and b2 to be
both small (0.05) at the same time, and we want bS to be large (0.075). This shows that cycling
seems to work well for highly infectious sensitive/resistant strain whereas random fraction
therapy is more suitable for less infectious resistant strain. From the previous section on the
graphs of typical simulations, we see that cycling treatment has the property of driving R1 +R2 to
almost zero at each antibiotic swap. Random fraction treatment, however, tends to keep R1 +R2
steady. For highly infectious resistant strain, the steady level of R1 +R2 tends to be high and the
benefit of driving R1 +R2 to almost zero at the beginning of each cycle becomes more
significant. Another effect for a higher bS is that the sensitive (curable) strain can compete with
the resistant strain, thus reducing R1 +R2.
A typical clinical situation where cyc240 is the preferred treatment would be an ICU where there
is low drug availability/applicability, where patients have long hospital stays and where the
sensitive and resistant strain bacteria are both very infectious.
Scenarios that favor Cyc120
u = 0.01
bS = 0.075
(bi,b2) # (0.05,0.05)
Under the above set of conditions, cyc120 treatment has an average rank of 2.555
and it is better than its global average rank of 5.93. Of the 72 parameter sets under these
conditions, 56 ranked cyc120 in top 3, accounting for 65.9% of the parameter sets for which
cyc240 was in the top 3.
This set of parameters is very similar to that of cyc240 except no restriction is placed on the drug
application rate (h). Cyc120 can take higher h values compared to cyc240 because the build-up
of Ri during the drug 1 cycle is smaller compared to cyc240 because the cycle length is shorter.
Scenarios that favor Cyc60
Condition 1: Condition 2:
u = 0.01 u = 0.01
h = 0.5 h =0.3
bS = 0.075 (high transmission) (b1,b2) # (0.0165,0.0165)
Under condition 1, cyc60 treatment has an average rank of 2.188 and it is better than its global
average rank of 4.71. Under condition 2, cyc60 treatment has an average rank of 2.071 and it is
better than its global average rank of 4.71. The two conditions capture 60.6% of the parameter
combinations that rank itself in top 3.
Similar to other cycling treatments, cyc60 works best with a smaller admission/mortality rate (u).
Compared to longer cycling treatments, cyc60 do best under larger drug application rates (h = 0.3
and 0.5). This may be because a shorter cycling period coupled with small drug application rate
may not be forceful enough in dosage to suppress a rising resistant-infected population.
The mutual reinforcement of h=0.5 by bS = 0.075 (which implies b1 and b2 as well as bS are all
high) and h=0.3 by b1, b2 not equal 0.0165 simultaneously suggest that for cyc60 to be the
optimal treatment, when drug application rate is high (h=0.5), the transmission rates must be
high. Likewise, if drug application is moderate (h=0.3), the transmission rate cannot be too low
(forbidding bI = b2 = 0.0165). A high drug application rate is only justified when the bacteria is
very infectious. Otherwise, resistant strain bacteria will emerge. When the drug application
rate is high but the transmission rate is low, even a cycling length of 60 days may be too long
and shorter cycle lengths are more appropriate to prevent the build-up of resistant strain from
overuse of drugs.
Scenarios that favor Cyc30
u =0.01
h #0.1 (0.3 or 0.5)
Under the above set of conditions, cyc30 treatment has an average rank of 2.469 and it is better
than its global average rank of 5.93. Conditioned on this set of parameters, cyc30 treatment
captures 60.6% of the parameter combinations that rank itself in top 3.
The trend of smaller cycle length working best at larger drug application rates is consistent with
the observations made in the cyc60 treatment. From Table 9 with global rankings and adjusted
rankings after conditioning on parameter h, one can observe that cyc30 is the optimal treatment
strategy overall when h = 0.3.
Scenarios that favor Cyc14
Cyc14 is globally the best treatment strategy. No obvious patterns can be identified that will
significantly bring up its already high performance. However, cyc14 does have a slightly better
performance when conditioned on h = 0.5 or u = 0.1. It is an all-purpose treatment strategy.
Scenarios that favor Cyc7
Condition 1: Condition 2:
u = 0.01 u = 0.1
bS = 0.03
h = 0.5 h = 0.3 or 0.5
Under condition 1, cyc7 treatment has an average rank of 2.313 and it is better than its global
average rank of 3.86. Under condition 2, cyc7 treatment has an average rank of 2.664 and it is
better than its global average rank of 3.86. Under these two conditions, cyc14 treatment captures
68.9% of the parameter combinations that rank itself in top 3.
The parameters that make cyc7 optimal start to resemble those of the random fraction treatment
rather than the other cycling treatments. It is mostly preferred when u is high, much like for
random fraction treatments. Because of the short cycling period, the brief stay of patients do
not affect the outcomes because patients will likely stay for more than 1 cycle and receive both
treatments (average patient stay is 10 days when u = 0.1 (high) while cycle length is 7 days.
Cyc7 also requires a high drug application rate. This may be because the short cycle period
requires a strong dosage to have enough force to fight the infections.
5. Conclusions
This study suggests that no single treatment strategy will always outperform all other treatment
strategies. Factors such as admission/mortality rate, drug application rate, transmission rate and
fraction of incoming patients that are resistant-infected strongly influence the selection of the
optimal treatment strategy.
Several general characteristics about cycling and fraction random treatments can be observed
from the results.
Random fraction treatments work best in an ICU where patients have shorter stays (larger u).
For minimally infectious strains (small bS, b1, b2), fraction random treatments are preferred.
For the heavily biased random fraction treatments (100-0 and 80-20), we observe that small b1,
smallfrli and largefr2i will prefer these biased treatments. This is reasonable because if res-1
strain is not infectious and has low occurrences, one can apply huge amounts of drug 1 without
having to worry about a res-1 epidemic. A large res-2 fraction of incoming patients will help
suppress res-1 strain because of competition. When there are two asymmetric strains, a biased
random fraction treatment should be considered. Further investigation should be done to
determine if a biased cycling treatment (i.e. 14-day (drug1) followed by 7-day (drug 2) cycling)
would be beneficial for asymmetric cases with high infection rates.
Cycling works best in an ICU where patients have long stays (small u). When the patients' stay
is brief, he/she may not be exposed to both treatments in a cycling treatment especially when the
drug cycle is long. This reduces the chances of curing resistant-infected patients. The only
exception to this trend is 7-day cycling. For our study, even when admission/mortality rate is
high (u = 0.1), the mean stay is 10 days. Therefore, the patient will likely be exposed to both
drugs in cyc7 treatment. We observe that cyc7 works well in both high admission and low
admission rate cases. Cycling is also preferred when strains are highly transmissible. (high b)
Cycling treatment can drive R1 +R2 to almost 0 at each drug change. This can eliminate any
build-up in a resistant-infected population in a short time. Random fraction treatment keeps
R1 +R2 population at steady levels. One can expect that if the infection rate is high, R1 +R2 level
for random fraction treatment is generally high and the benefits of cycling are magnified.
For cycling treatments, if the drug application rate (h) is high, a shorter drug cycle should be
used. If a large drug application rate is installed, a large selection pressure will aid the resistant
strain. If the cycle period is long, the resistant strain will have time to build up and cause an
epidemic. Taking the 100-0 treatment as a cycling therapy with infinite cycle length, we notice
that both cyc240 and 100-0 is preferred when h = 0.1 while cyc7 and cyc14 is preferred when h =
0.3 and 0.5.
We cannot identify any significant patterns for cyc14 treatment. This means that cyc14 is
generally a good treatment option and the fact that it is globally ranked first supports this claim.
This study analyzes several major parameter trends in cycling and random fraction treatments.
The results from this study reveal that different clinical conditions require different optimal
treatment strategies to prevent an antibiotic-resistant epidemic. Further studies in mathematical
modeling should give us one more useful weapon to fight antibiotic-resistant pathogens that is
evading our existing chemical arsenal.
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Appendix A. MATLAB source code
The following is the MATLAB source code for a 14-day cycle simulation. Other treatment
source code are very similar and can be obtained upon request by email(mlo@mit.edu).
function c14()
%parameters
single = 0;
%%2 modes:
%%single == 0 -- > average single == 1 > superimpose results of individual hospitals
simtype = 'Cycle 14day';
hos = 50; %% number of hospitals
Tf = 120; %% Simulation time in days
Xi = 17; %% initial X population
Si = 1; %% initial S population
Rli = 1; %% initial R1 population
R2i = 1; %% initial R2 population
N = Xi + Si + Rhi + R2i; %% initial(steady state) total population in hospital
u = 0.1; %% rate of admission
bS = 0.5; %% transmission rate of sensitive strain
bl = 0.33; %% trans. rate of drugl resistant strain
b2 = 0.33; %% trans. rate of drug2 resistant strain
g = 1/30; %% natural recovery rate
h = 0.3; %% drug application rate
fl = 1; %% drug application rate specific to drug 1
f2 = 0; %% drug application rate specific to drug 2
fsi = 0.1; %% fraction of incoming patients carrying sensitive strain
frli = 0.1; %% fraction of incoming patients carrying drug1 resistant strain
fr2i = 0.1; %% fraction of incoming patients carrying drug2 resistant strain
zbin(l:ceil(Tf)+l) = 0;
%% Time is divided into Tf number of bins
%% this variable indicates the number of bins with 0 event happening
%% this is needed when taking averages and std deviations
for k = 1:hos, %% 1 to hos number of hospital simulations
k
%% initializing the populations
X = Xi;
S = Si;
R1 = Ri;
R2 = R2i;
t = 0.001; %% set to almost 0. t = 0 is used to no event happening in the time bin
elbin(l:(ceil(Tf)+l))= 0; %%number of elements in bins, initialized to 0
if single == 0
Tarr(1,1) =t;
Xarr(1,1) X;
Rlarr(1,1) R1;
R2arr(1,1) R2;
Sarr(1,1) S;
elbin(1) = 1;
end
if single == 1
i = 1;
sTarr(k,i) t;
sXarr(k,i) X;
sRlarr(k,i) = R1;
sR2arr(k,i) = R2;
sSarr(k,i) S;
end
while t < Tf, %% loop until Tf is reached
%% needed only for cycling therapy
if rem(t, 28) > 14
fl = 0;
f2 = 1;
else
f2 = 0;
f1 = 1;
end
%% rates definition
r(l) = N * fsi * u;
r(2) = N * (1-fsi-frli-fr2i) * u;
r(3) = u * S;
r(4) = u * X;
r(5) = u * R1;
r(6) = bS * S *X;
r(7) = bl * R1 *X;
r(8) = (h*fl + h*f2 + g) *S;
r(9) = (h*f2 + g) * Rl;
r(10) = u * R2;
r(11) = b2 * R2 * X;
r(12) = (h*fl + g) * R2;
r(13) = N * frli * u;
r(14) = N * fr2i * u;
%% total rate (1/prob(any event happening)
rt = r(l) + r(2) + r(3) + r(4) + r(5) + r(6) + r(7) + r(8) + r(9) + r(10) + r(11) + r(12) + r(13)
+ r(14);
%% increment time by adding arrival time of next event (exponential distribution)
rn = rand(l,l);
tau = -(l)*log(rn)/rt;
t = t + tau;
%% create "dartboard" according to event likelihood
P1 = r(1)/rt;
P2 = (r(2)/rt)+Pl;
P3 = (r(3)/rt)+P2;
P4 = (r(4)/rt)+P3;
P5 = (r(5)/rt)+P4;
P6 = (r(6)/rt)+P5;
P7 = (r(7)/rt)+P6;
P8 = (r(8)/rt)+P7;
P9 = (r(9)/rt)+P8;
P10 = (r(10)/rt)+P9;
P11 = (r(ll)/rt)+PlO;
P12 = (r(12)/rt)+Pll;
P13 = (r(13)/rt)+P12;
P14 = (r(14)/rt)+P13;
%% random number generator: decide which event happened
rn = rand(ll);
if rn < P1
S = S + 1;
elseif rn < P2
X = X + 1;
elseif rn < P3
if S > 0
S = S-1;
end
elseif rn < P4
if X > 0
X = X-1;
end
elseif rn < P5
if R1 > 0
R1 = R1 - 1;
end
elseif rn < P6
if X > 0
S = S + 1;
X = X - 1;
end
elseif rn < P7
if X > 0
R1 = R1 + 1;
X = X - 1;
end
elseif rn < P8
if S > 0
X = X + 1;
S=S 1;
end
elseif rn < P9
if R1 > 0
R1 = R1 -1;
X = X + 1;
end
elseif rn < P10
if R2 > 0
R2 = R2 -1;
end
elseif rn < P11
if X > 0
X = X - 1;
R2 = R2 + 1;
end
elseif rn < P12
if R2 > 0
R2 = R2 -1;
X = X + 1;
end
elseif rn < P13
R1 = R1 + 1;
elseif rn < P14
R2 = R2 + 1;
else
error = 'error in dartboard'
end %%end if
%% udpate data array
%% for average case: from t, we decide which time bin (ceiling of t) to put the X,R and S data
if single == 0
bin = min(ceil(t), ceil(Tf)+1);
elbin(bin) = elbin(bin) + 1;
Tarr(elbin(bin), bin) = t;
Xarr(elbin(bin), bin) = X;
Rlarr(elbin(bin), bin) = R1;
R2arr(elbin(bin), bin) = R2;
Sarr(elbin(bin), bin) = S;
end
%% for single case: we put X,R and S in the next slot (i) of the X,R and S arrays
if single == 1
%% variable i is used in single mode to keep track of size of T,S,R,X arrays
i = i + 1;
sTarr(k, i) = t;
sXarr(k, i) = X;
sRlarr(k, i) = R1;
sR2arr(k, i) = R2;
sSarr(k, i) = S;
end
end %end of while (1 hospital done)
if single == 1
as(k) = i; %% as array keeps track of total number of events happened (array size)
%% for T,X,R and S arrays
end
if single == 0
%% loop through all time bins and determine average value of data in each bin
%% if bin contains no data, assign aveT,X,R,S to 0 so that they won't affect
%% the result when summing all the average bin 1 values of all k hospitals
for bin = 1:ceil(Tf)+l,
if elbin(bin) == 0
aveT(k, bin) = 0;
aveX(k,bin) = 0;
aveRl(k,bin) = 0;
aveR2(k,bin) = 0;
aveS(k,bin) = 0;
zbin(bin) = zbin(bin) + 1; %% one more hospital has no event happening in this time bin
else
aveT(k,bin) = mean(Tarr(1:elbin(bin),bin));
aveX(k,bin) = mean(Xarr(1:elbin(bin),bin));
aveRl(k,bin) = mean(R1arr(1:elbin(bin),bin));
aveR2(k,bin) = mean(R2arr(1:elbin(bin),bin));
aveS(k,bin) = mean(Sarr(1:elbin(bin),bin));
end %% end if
end %% end for
%% reset variables to 0 for next hospital's simulation
clear Tarr Xarr Rarr Sarr;
elbin(l:ceil(Tf)+l) = 0;
end %%if single == 0
end %end of for hos (next hopsital)
%% for average mode: calculate average value of each time bin for the k hospitals
if single == 0
taveT = sum(aveT)./max(l, (size(aveT,1)-zbin));
taveX = sum(aveX)./max(l (size(aveX,1)-zbin));
taveR1 = sum(aveRl)./max(l, (size(aveRl,l)-zbin));
taveR2 = sum(aveR2)./max(l,(size(aveR2,1)-zbin));
taveS = sum(aveS)./max(l,(size(aveS,1)-zbin));
%% summary statistics for average mode
hos
averageX = mean(taveX)
averageRl = mean(taveRl)
averageR2 = mean(taveR2)
averageS = mean(taveS)
%% standard deviation calculations (error bars)
%% replace all bins with no events with the overall average values of X,S,R so that
%% the std calculation will not be affected
for k = 1:hos,
for bin = 1:(ceil(Tf)+l),
if aveT(k,bin) == 0
aveX(k,bin) = taveX(bin);
aveS(k,bin) = taveS(bin);
aveRl(k,bin) = taveRl(bin);
aveR2(k,bin) = taveR2(bin);
end
end
end
stdS = std(aveS);
avestdS = mean(stdS)
stdX = std(aveX);
avestdX = mean(stdX)
stdR1 = std(aveRl);
avestdR1 = mean(stdRl)
stdR2 = std(aveR2);
avestdR2 = mean(stdR2)
end %%if single == 0
%% saving data to file
save outc14;
if single == 0
figure(1);
clf
subplot(1,1,1)
hold on
errorbar(taveT, taveX, stdX, 'bd');
title(strcat(simtype,' X'));
axis([0 Tf 0 201);
xlabel('time (in days)');
ylabel('nurnber of individuals');
figure(2);
clf
subplot(1,1,1)
hold on
errorbar(taveT, taveS, stdS, 'bd');
title(strcat(simtype,' SI);
axis([0 Tf 0 20]);
xlabel('time (in days)');
ylabel('number of individuals')
figure(3);
clf
subplot(1,1,1)
hold on
errorbar(taveT, taveR1, stdR1, 'bd');
title(strcat(simtype,' R1'));
axis([0 Tf 0 20]);
xlabel('time (in days)');
ylabel('number of individuals')
figure(4);
clf
subplot(1,1,1)
hold on
errorbar(taveT, taveR2, stdR2, 'bd');
title(strcat(simtype,' R2'));
axis([O Tf 0 20]);
xlabel('time (in days)');
ylabel('number of individuals')
end %%if single == 0
if single == 1
figure(5);
clf
subplot(1,1,1)
hold on
k = 1;
for k = 1:hos,
plot(sTarr(k,1:as(k)), sXarr(k,1:as(k)),'b');
end
title(strcat(simtype,' Single X'));
xlabel('time (in days)');
ylabel('number of individuals');
figure(6);
clf
subplot(1,1,1)
hold on
k = 1;
for k = 1:hos,
plot(sTarr(k,1:as(k)), sR1arr(k,l:as(k)),'b');
end
title(strcat(simtype,' Single Rl'));
xlabel('time (in days)');
ylabel('number of individuals');
figure(7);
clf
subplot(1,1,1)
hold on
k = 1;
for k = 1:hos,
plot(sTarr(k,1:as(k)), sR2arr(k,1:as(k)),'b');
end
title(strcat(simtype,' Single R2'));
xlabel('time (in days)');
ylabel('number of individuals');
figure(8);
clf
subplot(1,1,1)
hold on
k = 1;
for k = 1:hos,
plot(sTarr(k,l:as(k)), sSarr(k,1:as(k)),'b');
end
title(strcat(simtype,' Single S'));
xlabel('time (in days)');
ylabel('number of individuals');
end %% end if single
Appendix B. Mean and variance of R1+R2 of different treatment strategies grouped by
different parameters
Table 12: mean and variance grouped by u
50-50 50-50 60-40 60-40 80-20 80-20 100-0 100-0 cyc7 cyc7
Treatment u0.01 u0.1 u0.01 u0.1 u0.01 u0.1 u0.01 u0.1 u0.01 u0.1
Observations 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192
Mean 10.750 6.072 11.276 6.325 14.423 8.103 17.486 11.035 10.422 6.056
Variance 24.983 17.706 23.014 18.481 10.524 22.265 2.245 21.881 26.201 16.762
cyc14 cyc14 cyc30 cyc30 cyc60 cyc60 cyc120 cyc120 cyc240 cyc240
Treatment u0.01 u0.1 u0.01 u0.1 u0.01 u0.1 u0.01 u0.1 u0.01 u0.1
Observations 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192
Mean 9.878 6.171 9.283 6.827 9.509 7.794 10.439 8.836 12.142 9.844
Variance 26.080 15.600 24.248 14.805 18.644 15.332 13.787 15.847 11.390 16.982
Table 13: mean and variance of treatments grouped by h
treatment 50-50 60-40 80-20 100-0 cyc7
h values hO.1 hO.3 hO.5 hO.1 hO.3 hO.5 hO.1 hO.3 hO.5 hO.1 hO.3 hO.5 hO.1 hO.3 HO.5
Observations 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128
Mean 9.241 8.850 7.142 9.419 9.297 7.686 10.816 11.768 11.204 12.140 14.970 15.672 9.238 8.767 6.712
Variance 27.489 24.656 26.090 27.399 25.912 25.741 31.392 23.844 23.806 33.279 16.051 11.371 27.274 25.231 22.875
treatment cyc14 cyc30 cyc60 cyc120 cyc240
h values hO.1 hO.3 hO.5 hO.1 hO.3 hO.5 hO.1 hO.3 hO.5 hO.1 hO.3 hO.5 hO.1 hO.3 hO.5
Observations 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128
Mean 9.197 8.492 6.383 9.073 8.189 6.903 8.991 8.714 8.248 8.952 9.955 10.006 9.589 11.432 11.958
Variance 26.687 23.660 18.403 26.161 19.652 15.079 23.412 16.009 13.616 20.467 13.341 11.989 20.716 12.416 10.408
Table 14: mean and variance grouped by parameter {bS,b1,b2}
treatment 50-50 60-40 80-20 100-0 Cyc7
b value low b high b low b high b low b high b low b high b Low b high b
Observations 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192
Mean 5.664 11.158 5.989 11.612 8.840 13.686 12.798 15.723 5.558 10.920
Variance 15.909 22.606 16.158 21.768 20.921 20.141 23.107 17.638 15.824 22.266
treatment cyc14 cyc30 cyc60 cyc120 Cyc240
b value low b high b low b high b low b high b low b high b Low b high b
Observations 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192
Mean 5.554 10.494 5.865 10.244 6.777 10.526 8.032 11.244 9.437 12.549
Variance 14.519 21.804 12.852 19.596 10.835 17.555 10.757 14.981 11.863 14.294
Table 15: mean and variance grouped by parameter fsi
Treatment 50-50 60-40 80-20 100-0 cyc7
fs 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6
Observations 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192
Mean 10.128 6.694 10.455 7.146 12.767 9.759 15.591 12.931 9.990 6.488
Variance 24.705 23.060 23.661 24.655 19.908 28.406 12.851 28.640 24.563 21.813
Treatment cyc14 cyc30 cyc60 cyc120 cyc240
fs 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6
Observations 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192
Mean 9.732 6.316 9.752 6.358 10.400 6.902 11.269 8.006 12.591 9.395
Variance 23.600 19.119 20.622 15.675 16.582 12.720 12.913 12.659 10.967 14.92
9.732 6.316 9.752 6.358 10.400 6.902 11.269 8.006 12.591 9.395
23.600 19.119 20.622 15.675 16.582 12.720 12.913 12.659 10.967 14.924
Table 16: mean and variance grouped by parameterfrli-fr2i
# observations = 96 b = 0.1 s = 0.01
ss sb bs bb
60-40 Mean
Un'iore
6.814 8.367 9.671
29.445 26.120 24.201
100-0 Mean 13.330 13.586 14.971 15.154
Vri;no 9A 91.9 9A n19 1 AAQR 1 rAQ7
cyc14 Mean
Variance
cyc3O Mean
Variance
cyc6O Mean
Variance
cycl2O Mean
Variance
cyc240 Mean
Variance
5.499 8.416 8.292 9.890
5.323 22.461 21.925 17.786
5.472
14.934
8.929 8.849 11.354
13-.Il18 14.981 11 0.9~
8.052 11.569 10.639 13.712
12.752 12.063 10.577 10.309
Mean
Variance
10.3491
